Modified allelic replication in lymphocytes of patients with neurofibromatosis type 1.
Transcription activity of genes is related to their replication timing, accordingly gene activation is coupled with a shift from late replication to early replication and vice versa. The relationship between replication timing and gene expression is best manifested by monoallelically expressed genes which show an asynchronous pattern of allelic replication, with the active allele replicating earlier than the inactive counterpart. Biallelically expressed genes, which normally replicate highly synchronously, when present in lymphocytes derived from patients with various types of malignancies or premalignancies, replicate highly asynchronously, similar to monoallelically expressed genes. Since neurofibromatosis-type 1 (NF1) patients are at an increased risk to develop malignancies, we used the fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) replication assay and evaluated the level of replication synchrony of three cancer-implicated genes (RB1, AML1, and CMYC) in lymphocytes derived from patients with NF1 without malignancy. Each gene, which normally displayed synchrony in allelic replication, in the patients' cells displayed loss of synchrony. The loss of replication synchrony, of each gene, in the patients' cells was achieved by an advanced replication of a single allele, which replicated remarkably earlier than its normal scheduled timing. In addition, the second allele showed slightly earlier replication timing than that normal for the gene. Thus, it is assumed that the NF1 condition is associated with activation of cancer-implicated genes that may be the cause for increased risk of patients to develop malignancies. As loss of synchrony in allelic replication timing differentiates well between NF1 patients and control subjects, this marker may have a potential use for identification of presymptomatic carriers of NF1 disorders.